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Weighing Solutions for the World Since 1830

All Livestock Scale 
Instruments are 

NTEP approved for                    
commercial applications.

A solid instrument for livestock applications that 
require only basic weight capture and printing 
capabilities, the FB2255 is NTEP approved and 
features a stainless steel NEMA 4X enclosure 
for reliable outdoor performance. 

The FB2255 can be used with or without 
a printer and has an easy-to-read, back-lit, 
LCD display and full numeric keypad for fast, 
user-friendly operation. The FB2255 is 
powered by 115 VAC or 5 D-cell batteries.
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FB500 Instrument - Intermediate Group Animal Weighing

The FB500 livestock instrument comes loaded 
with Group Animal Weighing software that enables 
users to capture and track a wide spectrum of 
weight data including: time and date, group
number, head count, weight, average weight, 
total group shrink, group weight, total head 
count and total group average. 

When equipped with optional printer, the 
NTEP-approved FB500 transfers designated 
weight data to a legal-for-trade ticket.
The FB500 features an internal rechargeable 
battery for use in applications where AC power 
is not available. It requires 115 VAC for operation 
or for internal battery recharging.

FB700 WeighCenter with Rate of Gain software - Advanced Single Animal Weighing

The FB700 WeighCenter with Rate of Gain software is 
a complete advanced single animal weighing system 
with instrument, software and printer built into a 
weatherproof enclosure. Single animal Rate of Gain 
software tracks and prints daily rate of gain and 
average gain reports with two to three captured 
commercial weights for up to 500 animals. 

The WeighCenter’s FB700 Instrument has a large, 
backlit, graphic, LCD display and an easy-to-
operate user interface. It also includes a 
weatherproof USB port for capturing transaction 
data directly to a USB flash drive for spreadsheet 
integration. The FB700 WeighCenter requires 
a 115 VDC power source for operation.

FB700 WeighCenter with Group Animal software - Advanced Group Animal Weighing

The FB700 WeighCenter with Group Animal software 
tracks and prints advanced weighing data, such as 
batch, animal lot, total weight, average head count 
and shrink. The WeighCenter is a complete, advanced, 
group animal weighing system with instrument, soft-
ware and printer built into a weatherproof enclosure. 
The WeighCenter is a standard feature of the LMM 
Series mobile livestock scale, and is an option on the 

stationary LMA Series. The WeighCenter’s 
FB700 Instrument has a large, graphic LCD
display and easy-to-operate user interface.
The WeighCenter includes a weatherproof 
USB port for capturing transaction data 
directly to a USB flash drive for use with 
a PC spreadsheet. A 115 VDC power 
source is required for operation.
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Use with: LSA Series and LMA Series livestock scales

LMM Series

Use with: LMA Series livestock scale

Use with: LSA Series livestock scale

Use with: LMA Series and LMM Series livestock scales

LMA Series

FB2255 Instrument -  Basic Single or Group Animal Weighing


